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Purpose of the Report

Of all the 9 Planets in Vedic Astrology, Saturn is the slowest moving, taking the
longest time of 2 ½ years to transit one Zodiac sign to another. On January 24th,
2020 Saturn will transit from Sagittarius to Capricorn.
This report is designed to give you detailed, specific information on what you can
expect over the next 3 years while Saturn is transiting in its own sign Capricorn,
its retrograde movement, entry into Aquarius and return to Capricorn.
Being forewarned is being fore-prepared. Once you know which areas of your life
Saturn will impact, you can work to adjust your own inner frequency in the
forms of your energy, thoughts and emotions. This Transit Report helps you in
doing so.
Basic Nature of Saturn
Saturn is known as task master. His general signification is hard work and
spiritualism. He has the vital portfolio in a person’s life in deciding over the
longevity or lifespan. Saturn is the experience giver based on the individual’s
previous life Karma balance.
The factors considered for Astrological Analysis

Your Birth chart, your current Major & Minor planetary periods and the period
of transit are the influencing factors that will be considered for analysis.
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Your Major planetary period:
Rahu from February 2002 to February 2021
Thereafter, Jupiter from February 2021 to February 2037
Position of Saturn:

As per your birth chart, you have Sagittarius as your ascendant and
Capricorn as your Moon sign.
Saturn is transiting from the sign Sagittarius to Capricorn. Saturn’s transit is

happening in your Moon sign.
Saturn in your Moon sign will give self-transformation, changes and
new opportunities with hard work and new experience. On the flip side,
there would be laziness, sluggishness, delays etc.,
Considering all the above astrological facts, the general tendency of
this period is given as follows:

The transit of Saturn is in the Moon sign. This is not an exceptional
transitory movement of the Karmic planet. Saturn being a hard teacher
will bring challenges to your efforts. He will teach you caution and
carefulness. Your expenses may increase due to travels and health of
family and elders. You can get emotionally disturbed due to
disharmony in family, yet you will be able to wade through and take
appropriate decisions. Be more active and alert to grab all
opportunities. Troubles by secret enemies can increase which you will
be able to handle with due diligence and applying right strategy.
Change of place is possible. Short and long duration official foreign
trips can be expected.
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1. Saturn placement in Uttarashada Star ruled by Sun
Saturn in Direct motion in Capricorn
Duration From 24-Jan-2020 to 13-May-2020 (approx. 3 ½ months)

Analysis
Sun is the lord of 9th house placed in the Ascendant sign Sagittarius in
your Birth chart.
Interpretation
You can expect favorable results pertaining to higher officials. Some
minor health issues can keep you disturbed from hard work. Professional
gains and upliftments are on the cards. You will receive opportunity to
explore career and enhance it in the process. Long travel for family reason
may happen. Long standing health problems would gradually fade away.

2. Saturn placement in Uttarashada Star ruled by Sun
Saturn in Retrograde motion in Capricorn
Duration From 13-May-2020 to 27-Sep 2020 (approx. 4 ½ months)

Analysis
Sun is the lord of 9th house placed in the Ascendant sign Sagittarius in
your Birth chart.
Interpretation
Successful times at the professional front might be delayed and you would
have to wait a bit. Lack of sincerity and dedication can bring adverse
results leading to professional instability. Take care of your health. As the
planets are not in a great favorable mood in transit, this will be more of a
period of patience and perseverance for you.
Unnecessary expenses can increase, and income may decrease. Save
money for future and avoid heavy investments. Starting any business
ventures are not advisable during this period. This is the time where you
should not leave out your self-confidence.

3. Saturn placement in Uttarashada Star ruled by Sun
Saturn in Direct motion in Capricorn
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Duration From 27-Sep-2020 to 22-Jan 2021 (approx. 4 months)
Analysis
Sun is the lord of 9th house placed in the Ascendant sign Sagittarius in
your Birth chart.
Interpretation
Your emotional and thinking pattern itself could pose hurdles for success.
Never hesitate to seek for expert and elder’s guidance. State of confusion
and indecisive tendencies is possible during these months. Do not make
any new investments. Taking care of your health is very important.
However, you will be taking interest in research studies and work during
this period. Mental anxiety may cause slow progress in your work.

4. Saturn placement in Shravana Star ruled by Moon
Saturn in Direct motion in Capricorn
Duration From 22-Jan-2021 to 21-May 2021 (approx. 4 months)
Analysis
Moon is the lord of 8th house placed in the 2nd house Capricorn. The Moon
is placed in the star Uttarashada ruled by the Sun.

Interpretation
Success in career goals will be achieved with efforts and support of friends
and collogues. Getting promotion or professional elevation is possible
during this period. You will be naturally energetic and active. Increase in
efforts and positive attitude will make success easy for you. You will take
much interest and participation in spiritual matters and discussions.
Good monetary gains will make you save more. Family and domestic
happiness with new relationship or new friendships will come across your
way, to make you more delightful, during this period.

5. Saturn placement in Shravana Star ruled by Moon
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Saturn in Retrograde motion in Capricorn
Duration From 21-May 2021 to 10-Oct 2021 (approx. 4 ½ months)
Analysis
Moon is the lord of 8th house placed in the 2nd house Capricorn. The Moon
is placed in the star Uttarashada ruled by the Sun.
Interpretation
Saturn’s direct motion will let you experience expenditures. Unexpected
monetary income will happen. At the same time, you would be at the
receiving end of expenditures coming your way. You can get some good
opportunities in your career. At the same time there are possibilities that
you would forego certain crucial opportunities. Avoid any lethargic
attitude. Maintain cordial relations with superiors, father, siblings,
colleagues and people working under you for getting favor.

6. Saturn placement in Shravana Star ruled by Moon
Saturn in Direct motion in Capricorn
Duration From 10-Oct 2021 to 18-Feb 2022 (approx. 4 months)
Analysis
Moon is the lord of 8th house placed in the 2nd house Capricorn. The Moon
is placed in the star Uttarashada ruled by the Sun.

Interpretation
Initially this period will bring some sort of obstacles in profession and
work and thus mental anxiety to you. Sudden or impulsive action is not
desirable for smooth success. Inconsistency or uncertainty is on the
cards occasionally which might make your way indecisive. You would
gain good experience through harsh reality. Follow your superior’s
instructions for favorable results.

7. Saturn placement in Dhanishta Star ruled by Mars
Saturn in Direct motion in Capricorn
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Duration From 18-Feb -2022 to 29-Apr 2022 (approx. 1 ½ months)

Analysis
Mars is the lord of 5th and 12th house placed in the 10th house Virgo. Mars
is placed alongside Saturn in the 10th house.

Interpretation
During this period emotional imbalance is seen, you may derive much
of benefits if you can overcome your restless disposition and changeful
nature. If you only look for quicker methods and easier ways then you
may only invite changes which will be worse and beneficial.
This period brings an opportunity to get rid of what doesn't work in
your life, while also discovering what does. In financial matters you
should remain careful and become more farsighted; you may otherwise
run into debt. You may aslo struggle in the return of advances given as
loan. So money transaction should be done with utmost care.
Relations with your partner or somebody close to your heart may
become bitter. You may have journeys to many places for meeting.
Accidents or fall is probable and can be averted with caution and care.
8. Saturn enters Aquarius placed in Dhanishta Star ruled by Mars

Saturn Direct in Aquarius
Duration From 29-Apr -2022 to 03-Jun 2022 (approx. 1 month)
Analysis
Mars is the lord of 5th and 12th house placed in the 10th house Virgo. Mars
is placed alongside Saturn in the 10th house.

Interpretation

This period will impact your emotional self. Emotional upheavals will
be very explicit in your behavior, especially while dealing with people in
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your closed circle. This of course, will impact you internally and reflect
in the actions you do externally. One golden rule for this period is to
make all your communications clear, simple and straight, with no room
for misunderstanding or ambiguity. This will make your friendships
and relations intact. Your friends will come forward to help you. At the
same time being too transparent might also land you up in troubles.
Think thrice before you speak. Separation from family is foreseen.
You might not feel active. Lethargic attitude can take over you. This is
mainly due to your emotional confusions. More energetic you are, more
you will impress others. Therefore, compel yourself into action. Health
could cause some concern. Leg, shanks could get affected. Avoid
overeating or eating outside. You are prone to food poison or
indigestion.

9. Saturn placement in Dhanishta Star ruled by Mars
Saturn Retrograde in Aquarius
Duration From 03-Jun -2022 to 12-Jul 2022 (approx. 1 ½ months)
Analysis
Mars is the lord of 5th and 12th house placed in the 10th house Virgo. Mars
is placed alongside Saturn in the 10th house.

Interpretation
Money transactions should be done with utmost care and this is
definitely not the right time to transact heavy money. Be very
watchful with your spending habits. Friends could try to pull you in
unwanted investments or money transactions. There is a risk of
money outflow on leal matters. Be wary of it.

Procrastination will be your downfall. You will be inclined to waste
time and end up working at the eleventh hour. Last minute work
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and hasty decisions will lead to loss of money among other setback.
You may have to put extra efforts at your work to maintain your
status quo. Stay away from unpleasant arguments.
Foreign trips and religious functions in your family are very likely.
There could be disharmony among siblings too. Health needs extra
care. Especially leg, throat or teeth need more attentive care.
10.

Saturn placement in Dhanishta Star ruled by Mars
Saturn in Retrograde motion in Capricorn
Duration From 12-Jul-2022 to 24-Oct-2022 (approx. 3 months)

Analysis
Mars is the lord of 5th and 12th house placed in the 10th house Virgo. Mars
is placed alongside Saturn in the 10th house.
Interpretation
This period will be giving you mixed results, especially in your profession.

There will be success as well as disappointments. Your selfconfidence and dedication will help you to achieve desired result in
exhibiting your talent. On the flip side you may have few
misunderstanding moments with your colleagues leading to noncooperation and non-helpful attitude from them.
Be cautious in financial transactions, though you might purchase
items of luxury for your home. Going for loans is not encouraged.
Difference of opinion between your siblings or neighbors may crop
up. Domestic environment and health would be disturbed. You might
feel dull at mind and will bring negative outlook towards life.
Develop positive thinking to keep yourself cheerful. Low energy
levels can hamper your personal health.
Do not neglect even a minor ailment. Proper dietary habits may to
some extent guard your health. Health of sibling could cause some
concern. Avoid stress-full situations and handle them with calmness.
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Daily meditation will be very useful to calm you and help sail over
the critical times.
11.

Saturn placement in Dhanishta Star ruled by Mars

Saturn Direct in Capricorn
Duration From 24-Oct-2022 to 17-Jan-2023 (approx. 4 ½
months)
Analysis
Mars is the lord of 5th and 12th house placed in the 10th house Virgo. Mars
is placed alongside Saturn in the 10th house.

Interpretation
Saturn is direct. Change of place or environment is foreseen. Short trip
would be fruitful. Long pending tasks would get going now. Strained
relationship with siblings, neighbors would resolve by itself in this time
frame. Expenses will come under control. New investment opportunity
will come your way. Long distance travel is in cards. Sudden gain is
possible.
Occasions to participate in auspicious and religious activities, will
happen in this period. This would be a welcoming change, from your
routine. Romance is in the air during this period. Good rapport is
indicated with your parents. Enhancement in social status,
acquaintance with influential people of the society will come your
way.
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Personal Home Remedies to be practiced on daily basis:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Feed birds
Seek blessings from ancestors and parents
Display gratitude to people who helped you when you needed.
Donate food to the needy.
Practice mediation for at least 15 to 25 minutes daily.
Contemplation is must.
Chant “Om Chaaya Putraaya Namaha” 108 times daily.
Chant “Om Shanishcharaaya Vidhmahe
Soorya Putraaya dhimahi
Tanno Manda prachodayat” 21 times daily.

Good Luck to You!
God Bless!
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